
2018-2021 ShakeOuts & Current SN Training 
 
These annual ShakeOuts were exercises wherein SLCARC hams were asked to take their radio 
equipment to their elementary school, check-in and report their local activities to the HRR.  These 
ShakeOuts have been and likely will continue to be, our most important training opportunities.  
However, beyond the mid April ShakeOuts themselves, much has and does occur. 
 
Important staff turnover and program management modifications at SLC EM resulted in fluctuating 
support from our jurisdiction's (city's) Emergency Management (EM).  We should anticipate such ebb-
and-flow, and realize that our volunteer response programs rest large upon ourselves, as volunteers.  
The City has given critically important protocol to volunteer response through the establishment of the 
S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Disaster Response Plan (SN Plan).  And, it is up to us to actually volunteer and 
prosecute our volunteer portions of this important plan (see http://www.safeneighborhoodsslc.org/10-
2/volunteer/). 
 
Once COVID and other civil/government difficulties ensued, the PSB became a more restricted area than 
it had been before.  These orientations largely continue as of this writing in Oct. 2021.  Nevertheless, 
SLCARC continues to be the primary contact point for SN volunteers in our neighborhoods, particularly 
since the roll-out of the SN Volunteer Training Program for the SN Plan. 
 
The SN Training Program began developed largely at the volunteer level in 2018 within SCARC.  As one 
of SLCARC's two founding goals was to serve the emergency and disaster communications of SLCEM, this 
was appropriate activity for SLCARC.  As the SN Plan is largely a volunteer responder activity arising from 
the local neighborhoods, it needed and shortly naturally began to hold training activities.  Largely 
through the personal efforts of KM7TMS & KJ7ABC and consultations with SN Plan lead, John Flynt, a 
multiple faceted training program was created to explain the SN Plan.  Should a disaster strike, 
familiarity with the S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Volunteer Disaster Response Plan is important for everyone 
who spends much time in the county. 
 
Amidst other SLCARC public outreach, work continued on the SN Ambassadors Training Program by its 
primary authors, KM7TMS and KJ7ABC.  Three in-person PowerPoint presentations of the Basics Module 
were given around the city in 2019.  Additionally, the program obtained exposure at the SLC Avenues 
and other preparedness fairs, and over the weekly ham net.  As COVID arose, outreach slowed. 
 
The COVID isolations actually stimulated the roll-out of the SN Volunteer Training Program modules, 
allowing time to be completed sufficiently for web presentation to audiences now more familiar with 
individualized online study.  By fall 2021 four of the modules with exams for three of the modules, were 
up and available for personal study on the club's website -- slcarc.org. 
 
Interested volunteers are invited to study those modules as per the SN Local Ambassadors protocol and 
submit their exam to a club officer.  Upon completion of the study regimen they will be a Local 
Ambassador of record with SLCARC.  Before a disaster strikes, every neighborhood is encouraged to 
build a cadre of Local Ambassadors for themselves.  Before and during a disaster these people will be 
one of your neighborhood's most important training, response and recovery resources. 
 
SLCARC seeks to prepare hams and responder volunteers for disasters and big emergencies.  Please 
utilize slcarc.org as you personally prepare, practice and respond. 
Thank you for your attention. 
KM7TMS 
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2017 Apr 20 ShakeOut: 

A Deep Dive into Hub Ops at Bonneville Elementary 

As a brief look at a Hub's Organizational Chart reveals that a well-staffed Hub is a complex 

operation.  After all it coordinates spontaneous volunteer disaster response for an elementary 

school's sizable district-wide landscape.  On 20 Apr Salt Lake City EM used its CERT, Red 



Cross, and SLCARC community based area resources, to simulate a large earthquake disaster 

response.  SLCARC provide the Hub to HRR communications.  As good exercises are planned 

learning events considerable thought goes into their planning.  Above is partially shown one of 

the key communications planning documents of such an exercise.  These message injects were 

among those to be passed during the exercise.  

Also shown is the Hub's internal tactical calls signs list used by principle parts of the Hub 

operations.  This was the most hub down disaster simulation oriented exercise yet done, and 

remains as of this writing (2021) the benchmark exercise in SN history because it utilized so 

many of the districts local residences in the exercise.  Congratulations Bonneville. 

 

  



 

 

2016 IHC Hospital SLCARC ARES Exercise 

As some valley hospitals were improving their emergency response capabilities to such things as 

an active shooter events, etc., their activity in 2016 occasioned a practice sponsored by LDS 

Hospital.  The hospital invited SLCARC to be involved, as SLCPD & EM was involved.  The 

HRR was activated and a little simulation traffic was passed from the ham station outside of the 

hospital, while inside the hospital various internal response activities occurred.  From that 

hospital area post and the HRR, SLCARC then briefly participated in an SLCo ARES net that 

tested ham communications around the valley. 

 

2015 ShakeOut Exercise – April SN at Bonneville & Backman Elementaries 

This coordinated exercise simultaneously used volunteer responders from the east and northwest 

parts of the city to practice this early S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods 2015 ShakeOut exercise. CERT 

and limited sheltering activities, supported by SLCARC communications occurred. The activities 

utilized two elementary school hubs to coordinate local response within those school districts 

while also interacting with the SLC's EOC through EOC's HRR. 

A post exercise event tested the DStar data transfer. We successfully transferred in 5 minutes 

time, all the exercise's MSEL 213 injects via a single DStar file.  These injects had been used 

over the course of the exercise's two hour long events. The exercise and data transfer experiences 

demonstrated that both voice and digital communications skills are vital tools. Coordinating local 

volunteers, working with SLCARC, SLCEM and the respective elementary school 

administrations made this "after school hours" exercise both possible and productive. 

  



2014 Multiple School SN Exercises & Events 

2014 was a busy year for the newly formed SLCARC and some SLC CERTS. That February 

the SLCARC was officially formed from the active core of the SLC hams that had been 

supporting SLCEM for some years. On Mar. 17 Cory Lyman, the new Emergency Management 

Director held a meeting at the Public Safety Building of those new SLCARC Hams delivering 

EM remarks, speaking to the importance of Ham Radio in emergency situations and conducting 

a tour of certain portions of the new Public Safety Building (PSB), accenting the Ham Radio 

Room (HRR) component of the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in that building.  

On 17 April, 2014 the annual Great Utah ShakeOut events unfolded. We again held our 

combination CERT Red Cross SLCARC disaster response practice at the Highland Park 

Elementary. Things went more smoothly the second time around, having just been there in 2012. 

Later in May we would briefly review and discuss some of those exercise experiences at a PSB 

EM workshop. Most of the workshop was directed toward preparing us for the Nov. 4, Vigilant 

Guard Exercise. This broadly based exercise had agency level exercises occurring between 

agencies and elements of the Utah National Guard. At the SLC local communities level our part 

of the exercise involved S.A.F.E. NEIGHBORHOODS disaster response plan training at two of 

our elementary schools and the HRR. Operational Hubs were activated within the district of 

Indian hills Elementary and at McGillis Private School. 

 
 

1st Utah ShakeOut & 1st Elementary School Pre-SN Exercise, 2012 

This 2012 disaster response exercise saw a number of Salt Lake City firsts. The tradition of the 

current Great Utah ShakeOuts may be said to have publicly begun State-wide that year. The 

tradition of elementary school involvements within those ShakeOut exercises in Salt Lake City 

began that year and would come to be a cornerstone of the city's and later the county's disaster 

response S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Disaster Response Plan -- when such things would be 

organized into one coherent, written plan about years later by Mr John Flynt, Emergency 

Coordinator for Salt Lake City.  

Also initiated in 2012 was the tradition wherein some of the city's ham's provide 

communications support to responding CERTS within a ShakeOut exercises. The Salt Lake City 

CERT organization and associated ham CERTS combined to hold the first elementary school 

practice. Highland Park Elementary was used as the 1st exercise site. Two years later those same 

core hams would form the SLCARC, and because of their track record of involvements, SLCEM 

would later designate the newly forming (2014) SLCARC to coordinate citywide emergency and 

disaster volunteer ham communications response.  

  



 

2011 June and Oct. Exercises 

Oct.:  Ham Radio & SLC CERTs In Sugarhouse Park 

SLC Ham operators and CERTs from particularly the Southeast Division of SLC CERT meet in 

Sugarhouse Park to practice emergency/disaster response skills on October 15 2011.  Many of 

the Hams and CERTS would thereafter practice together and with other hams subsequently 

forming SLCARC in Feb 1 2014. 

To a considerable extent, the subsequent S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Disaster Response Plan grew 

from this early CERT, Red Cross Sheltering and Ham Radio emergency communications base.  

The early strength of Southeast Division CERT activity that shortly became SLC-wide CERT 

activity, was the energy that formed SLCARC.  To better coordinate the critically needed CERT 

base, a CERT Coordination Guide was undertaken by the new EM Coordinator, John Flynt.  

Draft copies of this fine document were shared before it was put on the shelf for the more 

inclusive umbrella of the S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Disaster Response Plan.  Even with that 

critically important umbrella, the SN Plan is fundamentally a CERT style volunteer enterprise.  

Some of this good and useful CERT material is placed under the CERT Page button. 

 

June: The Functional Exercise 

On the 25th of June a series of trainee CERT Incident commanders around the city, received their 

scenario envelops.  After reading the emergency scenario the trainees organized their incident 

command posts and CERT teams to address the fire, search and rescue, medical and comms unit.   

Communications which need to go to the city's EOC were to be given to ham radio operator 

Susan Smith, KJ7ABC.  Susan used 147.5s.  After the exercise John Flynt debriefed the 

Commanders at his Plaza 349 office. 

[KM7TMS, Ambassador-At-Large SN Program, & SLCARC Trainer] 

 


